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“To all whom it may concern: Be it known that I, THOMAS ALVA EDISON, of Menlo Park, in the State 
of New Jersey, United States of America, have invented an Improvement in Electric Lamps…”  
– Opening text of U.S. Patent No. 223,898. January 27, 1880. 

When was the last time you worried about not having enough 
light? We’d wager it’s been a while; every day, you flip a switch 
and on comes a bulb, giving you light that costs you a fraction of 
a penny per hour. 

This wasn’t the case two hundred years ago, when candle-
fueled light cost over 325 times more than today’s light does. 
Light is so essential to our lives that its source has undergone 
radical innovations – and reinventions – that have improved it 
radically over the last century and a half. 

A Brief History of Light
Take the simple light bulb. Thomas Edison created a lamp with a 
carbonized cotton filament in 1879 that lasted 14.5 hours before 
burning out. It wasn’t the world’s first electric lamp, but up to 
then, it was by far the longest-lasting. Edison then improved 
upon the design by replacing the filament’s material, and the 
following year he patented the world’s first commercially viable 
incandescent light bulb, capable of lasting 1,200 hours. 

Improvements were made over the next half century but the 
basic design was the standard until the late 1930s. It was in that 
decade that fluorescent lights, which were three times more 
efficient than incandescent ones, began to appear. The need for 
energy-efficient lighting in American war factories made them 
the standard in businesses by the 1950s. Twenty years later, the 
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fluorescent bulb was miniaturized into the compact fluorescent 
light (CFL), making it even more efficient. While the improvement 
over incandescent bulbs was substantial, issues like slow warm 
up time and disposal concerns meant that they never fully 
replaced the traditional incandescent, which continued to be the 
bulb of choice. 

That changed when the newest innovation in lighting, 
Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs), widely entered the market in the 
early 2000s. Today’s LEDs light a room with six times greater 
efficiency than a typical incandescent bulb and last 25 times 
longer. They provide more than 30 times greater efficiency 
than Edison’s original bulb. With their dramatic fall in prices of 
late and essentially no drawbacks over even the most modern 
incandescent bulbs, LEDs have become the standard light bulb in 
the developed world, with an expected 61% share of the global 
lighting market by 20201.

Adapt or Die
No product is static. Inevitably, products change, and are 
sometimes drastically reinvented, like the light bulb has been 
multiple times. Successful ones adapt to new realities and 
incorporate new technologies. Financial products are no 

different. Mutual funds, for example, have seen management 
fees and minimum investments lowered; increased access for 
self-directed investors; and a more diverse offering of assets over 
the last few decades. 

But change has only slowly come to the private equity (PE) 
industry. First popularized in the 1960s, the LP/GP model of PE 
investing is still the standard today, as are its accompanying 
characteristics – and pitfalls:

 F The fees of 2% on committed capital and 20% carried interest 
are still the norm, contributing to the J-Curve effect.

 F The funds are still structured as closed-end vehicles, 
so deployment of capital may take years.

 F Blind pool structures mean that investors are often in 
the dark – pun not lightly made – as to what they’re 
actually investing in.

 F Minimum investments are typically high, preventing all  
but the largest institutions from investing.

 F Liquidity is elusive, if it exists at all. 

1.  “Estimated Led penetration of the global lighting market from 2010 to 2020”, Statista, 2019:  
https://www.statista.com/statistics/246030/estimated-led-penetration-of-the-global-lighting-market/
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Thus, the vast majority of PE firms are offering a product 
that hasn’t adapted to the times or improved on itself. They are 
offering incandescent bulbs, or to be charitable, fluorescent bulbs. 
This model serves large institutions with existing portfolios well – 
the equivalent of factory lighting working well after the war and 
into the 1950s. It may work but it may not be efficient. 

If you’re a new investor buying into a PE fund today, you’re 
likely buying into the first generation of private equity products 
– essentially an incandescent light bulb. This unchanged and 
outdated structure of PE funds discourages or outright prevents 
many investors from allocating capital into the asset class. This 
is a shame, since private equity can provide benefits to investors, 
including outsized returns, diversification, and protection in down 
markets (see our 2019 White Paper titled “Inside Look: Private 
Equity” for more on the potential benefits of the asset class).

That said, some improvements have come to the industry, 
as there are now other ways to enter the private equity market. 
Funds-of-funds, for example, can increase diversification and 
require less investor due diligence, though these add another 
layer of fees, which leads to an even more pronounced J-Curve. 
The model also has a longer lockup and often results in indexing. 
Direct investment in a private company is also a possibility, 
since it eliminates the J-Curve effect and brings clarity to the 
investment, but it’s only accessible by those with significant 

amounts of capital and with the capability of performing 
thorough due diligence. Finally, there are publicly-traded PE 
managers and publicly-quoted PE funds, however the value of the 
former often fluctuates at the whim of the equity markets and 
don’t perfectly replicate true PE returns, while the latter often 
trade at a discount to NAV and often have a significant cash drag. 

In short, while the different PE products that have come out 
have some benefits over traditional funds, they have major 
drawbacks as well. Not exactly reinventing the light bulb.

A Bright Idea
What would the ideal private equity fund look like? 
Unsurprisingly, PE investor needs don’t differ from those of 
investors allocating to a fund in any other asset class: reasonable 
fees, access to liquidity, diversified holdings, visibility into 
underlying investments and acceptable minimums.

At Fiera Comox, we do not think this is asking too much. In 
light of this – yes, pun intended again – we devised a solution that 
innovates on the old PE model and helps investors participate in 
the democratization of alternative investment products. We’ve 
done this by making some changes to the traditional model 
which might seem small but can offer benefits for investors. 

It starts with the fact that our strategy nixes the traditional 
closed-end structure, which has a set termination date and 

FIERA COMOX DIRECT 
INVESTMENTS FUNDS FUND-OF-FUNDS

LIQUIDITY Annual  
redemption window Upon sale Upon distributions Upon distributions

FEES Low and aligned Variable Fees on committed Double layer

J-CURVE No J-Curve No J-Curve J-Curve Pronounced  
J-Curve 

BLIND POOL Visibility on  
existing assets Not applicable 100% blind 100% blind

DIVERSIFICATION
Dynamic across vintage, 

sectors, managers  
and geographies

None Strategy-specific Indexing

DEPLOYMENT Rapid Variable 3 - 6 years 5 - 10 years

COMPLEXITY Low High Moderate Low

Source: Fiera Capital. For illustrative purposes only.
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prevents new investors from entering the fund once the initial 
capital has been raised – long before most of the capital has been 
invested. Instead, we opted for an open-ended, perpetual fund. 

While this change may sound small, it in fact opens the fund 
up to a wide array of opportunities. For example, an open-
ended structure provides the flexibility to hold on to winners 
to maximize investor value or to see challenged investments 
through the cycle. Additionally, our strategy wouldn’t be forced 
to sell a profitable and growing holding just because the fund 
is terminating and needs to liquidate investments. As well, we 
believe our strategy gains a competitive advantage when seeking 
to partner with other firms on deals and in minority investments. 
Perhaps most importantly, business owners know that since we 
are not limited by fund life, when we partner with them we are 
doing so for the long-term, thus better aligning our interests 
with theirs. The result is that we would have a deeper pool of 
investment opportunities from which we could select the most 
attractive ones. 

How can these benefits for the strategy translate to potential 
benefits for investors? Firstly, its open nature means new 
investors have visibility into its track record and holdings. That 
is, new investors buy into the same investments held by current 
investors; this results in a significantly reduced blind pool and 
J-Curve effect, as new investors buy into an already-performing 
portfolio of assets. Secondly, it also means investors have access 

to liquidity as capital can be returned to investors upon liquidity 
events (e.g. sales or dividends) or as new investors enter the fund; 
no more waiting until the fund terminates to get their capital 
back. Thirdly, if investors don’t have a need for the capital, it 
continues to compound in the fund. Finally, the longer-term 
nature compared to a traditional, closed-end PE fund mitigates 
vintage risk through the continuous allocation of capital to new 
investments. That is, our strategy doesn’t require us to build up 
capital over a period of several years before deploying it – new 
investors can have their money invested within a significantly 
shorter period of time. 

An Illuminated Fee Structure
All of these factors considered, it should be clear why our 
approach is helping private equity move from the incandescent 
to the compact fluorescent era – that is, it represents a leap 
forward in product quality but with room for improvement. But 
what we think really brings our product into the LED era is our 
fee structure. Under our strategy, the fees – already lower than 
the industry standard, at 1.25% management fees and 15% 
carried interest – are charged on the Net Asset Value of the fund, 
instead of on committed capital. This results in two additional 
advantages over traditional funds:

FIERA COMOX TRADITIONAL FUND FUND-OF-FUNDS

MANAGEMENT FEES 1.25% (on NAV) 2.00%  
(on committed)

0.75% + 2.00% fund level 
(on committed)

CARRIED INTEREST 15% 20% 5% + 20% fund level

GROSS RETURNS 20% IRR /  2.5x MOIC

NET OF FEES IRR 15.2% 13.9% 11.5%

AFTER FEE CASH  
ON CASH RETURN* 2.0x 1.9x 1.7x

ANNUAL FEE LOAD 
INCLUDING CARRY 2.8% 3.7% 4.0%

Source: Fiera Capital, for illustrative purposes only. Note: IRR is internal rate of return; Cash-on-Cash is multiple of invested capital. Net returns are after management fees and carried interest. 
Assumptions: 20% gross annual return for all investments over 5 year period. Fund commitments are deployed over 5 years (5%-15%-30%-40%-10%). The Fiera Comox (14 period term) is 
70% direct investments and 30% funds commitments. The Traditional Fund (10 period term) is 100% allocated to direct investments. The Fund-of-Funds (12 period term) is 100% allocated 
to funds commitments made in first three years of the fund. Underlying funds for Fiera Comox fund and Fund-of-Funds are standard 2% management fees, 20% carry funds. Fund-of-Funds 
management fees are 1.0% of committed from Yr-1 to Yr-5, and 0.5% thereafter.   

The returns do not represent actual results. Actual results may significantly differ from the hypothetical returns being presented.
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 F A lower fee burden on investors, since they are charged 
only on capital that has been deployed, as opposed to the 
industry standard, which is to charge fees on all capital, 
whether deployed or not. This is significant as capital in 
traditional funds may take years to be put to work. Assuming 
a gross return of 20% IRR or 2.5x multiple on invested capital, 
investors could expect an annual fee load (including carry) 
of 2.8% at Fiera Comox, as opposed to the 3.7% they’d get 
at a traditional fund or the 4.0% at a Fund-of-Funds. And 
this is after taking into account any underlying fees that may 
be incurred. Furthermore, the fees are lower than those of a 
standard fund in all cases, whether the fund outperforms, or 
more importantly, if it were to underperform. 

 F Better alignment of interests between fund managers and 
investors, since the former are compensated more by investing 
in the best companies and not by sitting on investors’ cash. 
Moreover, we have a single fee structure across all of our deals 
– be it a direct investment, co-investment, fund or secondary 
– and as a result we aren’t incentivized to allocate additional 
capital to any specific type of deal. In short, the managers 
are incentivized to choose the best investment no matter 
the structure.

The Fiera Comox Team – In Brief

 F Managed two of the world’s largest PE portfolios  
with over C$50 billion of AUM

 F Private equity experience at large cap private 
equity, pension funds and sovereign wealth funds

 F Deep relationships and deal flow network that  
span the world

The Fiera Comox Team - By the numbers

 F $5B+ direct investments

 F 25+ Co-investments with partners

 F $10B+ committed to PE funds globally

 F 100+ relationships with prominent GPs

 F 10+ managers seeded / GP stakes

Fiera Comox: LEDing the Way 
The best part is that these improvements are not accompanied 
by any drawbacks over the traditional model. We think this is an 
LED-type improvement, as opposed to an intermediary step like 
the compact fluorescent bulb. Our team has deep relationships in 
the PE space, meaning we have access to a wide range of global 
investment opportunities, whether through direct investments, 
co-investments, secondaries or the funds with which we partner. 
We target diverse investments across both sector and geography. 
We optimize our portfolio for performance across the market 
cycle, not by vintage. 

Admittedly, we are not reinventing the wheel – or the light 
bulb – with the open-ended nature of the strategy or with our 
different fee structure. Yet we are confident that taken together, 
these changes are much-needed in an industry that has been 
hesitant to adapt to new times and new investor realities. We 
hope we’ve built an innovative investment solution that has 
brought the traditional PE model into the LED era. 

Bottom line: PE Investors Are Seeing the Light 
Older products can go extinct unless they gradually innovate; 
sometimes if too much time elapses, even major changes to 
products are not enough to save them, as reinventions render the 
older models obsolete.

The incandescent light bulb was continuously improved upon, 
yet it remained the standard in American houses for nearly a 
century and a half despite competition from the likes of CFLs. 
Nevertheless, despite multiple innovations over the years, the 
incandescent bulb is nearly a thing of the past: in the last decade, 
countries the world over have banned their sale in favour of more 
energy-efficient lighting such as LEDs. Today, it’s nearly impossible 
to find a household incandescent bulb in the local hardware store. 

For too long, private equity platforms have been stuck in their 
old ways, using outdated fund and fee structures that haven’t 
adapted to the times. This model has served large institutional 
investors well, but changes are nevertheless required to bring 
PE in line with the democratization of alternative investment 
asset classes. 

One thing is certain: investors are beginning to see the light. 
They are demanding better access, liquidity and visibility into their 
investments. Fiera Comox has made changes that open up the 
PE approach and the industry to radical improvements – and are 
designed to benefit investors. In short, our strategy is an evolution 
in the PE industry. It has been a long time coming and we’re 
confident it will provide investors with a brighter future. 

Patrick S. Lynch - Partner, Fiera Comox;  
Maxime Pelletier - Senior Principal, Fiera Comox
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 

All information is as of June 2019 unless otherwise indicated. 

Fiera Capital Corporation is a global asset management firm with affiliates in various jurisdictions (collectively, “Fiera Capital”). The information and opinions expressed 
herein relate to Fiera Capital’s investment advisory services and investment funds and are provided for informational purposes only. It is subject to change and should 
not be relied upon as the basis of any investment or disposition decisions. While not exhaustive in nature, these Important Disclosures provide important information 
about Fiera Capital and its services and are intended to be read and understood in association with all materials available at Fiera Capital’s websites.

The information presented in this document is not intended for persons that are citizens of, domiciled or resident in, or entities registered in a country or 
jurisdiction in which its distribution, publication, provision or use would violate current laws and regulations. Each entity of Fiera Capital only provides investment 
advisory services or offers investment funds in the jurisdictions where such member and/or the relevant product is registered or authorized to provide such services 
pursuant to an exemption from such registration. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Inherent in any investment is the potential for loss. This 
document is not intended as investment advice or a recommendation of any security or investment strategy for a specific recipient. Investments or strategies described 
herein are provided as general market commentary, and there may be no account or fund managed by Fiera Capital. for which investments or strategies described 
herein are suitable due to the various types of accounts or funds that are managed by Fiera Capital. Nothing herein constitutes an offer to sell, or a solicitation of 
an offer to purchase, any securities, nor does it constitute an endorsement with respect to any investment area or vehicle. This material is confidential and not to 
be reproduced or redistributed without the prior written consent of Fiera Capital. Certain information contained in this document may constitute “forward-looking 
statements,” which can be identified by the use of forward looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend” 
“continue,” or “believe” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results 
or the actual performance of any strategy or market sector may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. Statements 
regarding current conditions, trends or expectations in connection with the financial markets or the global economy are based on subjective viewpoints and may be 
incorrect. The information provided is proprietary to Fiera Capital. and it reflects Fiera Capital’s views as of the date of this document. Such views are subject to change 
at any point without notice. Some of the information provided herein is from third party sources and/or compiled internally based on internal and/or external sources 
and are believed to be reliable at the time of production but such information is not guaranteed for accuracy or completeness and was not independently verified. Fiera 
Capital. is not responsible for any errors arising in connection with the preparation of the data provided herein. No representation, warranty, or undertaking, express 
or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of such information by Fiera Capital. or any other person; no reliance may be placed for any purpose on such 
information; and no liability is accepted by any person for the accuracy and completeness of any such information. Any charts, graphs, and descriptions of investment 
and market history and performance contained herein are not a representation that such history or performance will continue in the future or that any investment 
scenario or performance will even be similar to such chart, graph or description. Any charts and graphs contained herein are provided as illustrations only and are not 
intended to be used to assist the recipient in determining which securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell securities. Any investment described herein is an example 
only and is not a representation that the same or even similar investment scenario will arise in the future, or that investments made will be as profitable as such 
examples or will not result in a loss to any such investment vehicles. 

fiera.com


